Lecture 1 – Overview of audit & assurance (topic 1)
Audit







Obj & critical examination
Subject matter
Aim of assessing credibility
Provide assurance
Issue obj opinion

Assurance








Ability to provide
Degree of satisfaction
Reliability of info
Nature & extent of procedures
Results of procedures
Objectivity of evidence obtained

Why audit exist & reasons for demand
Reasons



Information asymmetry
o Stewardship function between info preparer & user
Value from audit & assurance
o User’s confidence
o Promote public interest
o Regulatory obligations
o Features of corp governance

Demand


Separation of ownership & ctrl (3 theories)
1. Agency theory

Principal (SH) engages agents (mgmt.) to use resources of orgn in best interest of principal

Do they?
2. Information hypothesis

Demand for reliable info for decision making

↑ quality info = better decision making
3. Insurance hypothesis

Shift responsibility to auditor (limit risk)

Expectation gap
Public have greater expectation out of auditors than what they actually do
Audit is ✘ a





Education

Guarantee
Proof that co. is ‘good’
‘fix’ errors
‘find fraud’

Need to minimise gap between expectation &
service provided

Role & function of audit
Enron, Worldcom. Value of audit questioned (how to be obj when reliant on fees?)
Issues





Earnings mgmt.
Corp governance failure
Fraud
Auditor role failure
To address concerns




CLERP 9 (Corp Law Econ Reform Program)
o Additional disclosures in director’s report
o General & specific auditor independence requirements
o Restrictions on auditors being employed on audit client
o Auditor rotation for listed co
Sarbanes Oxley Act
o Created by PCAOB
o Provision regarding

Independence

Corp governance

Internal ctrl assessment

Conflicts of int

Enhanced disclosures

Environment




Fin reporting council (FRC)
o Oversees setting of a/cing & auditing stds (Aus)
o Responsible oversight AUASB by approving its strategic direction
o Responsible oversight AABS by approving its strategic direction
Audit & Assurance Stds Board (AUASB)
o Role includes development of Aus Auditing Stds (ASAs)
o Obj to enhance relevance, reliability & timeliness of info
o AUASB uses ISAs & IAASB as base

Tut 1 summary
1.29 Carla's Coffee Pty Ltd
Carla has developed a business of roasting coffee beans in the inner northern suburbs of Melbourne since 1995. This business has relied on
supplying high-quality, fair-trade organic coffee to many of the small cafés in Melbourne. As the number of these cafés has grown and as there
has been a growth in demand for organic coffee generally, her business has expanded. The business operates out of a small warehouse in
Northcote in Melbourne. In the past five years, Carla has considerably expanded her operations and is now supplying a couple of the major
supermarket chains in Australia. The business is very profitable and the balance sheet is strong. During the growth period the company actually
bought a few cafés, which have so far performed well, and also provide a guaranteed customer base for her coffee.
Carla obtained a moderate loan from Northpac Banking Corporation to assist in funding her expansion. This loan is secured over the company
assets. The company recently purchased a much larger warehouse in Preston with the funds from the loan. They plan to move operations to
that location in the next financial year. Carla's personal contacts have been instrumental in the growth of the business.
Carla has decided though that it is time to do other things. She would like to sell the business and will depart as Chairman of the Board and
Chief Executive Officer. The financial statements have been prepared by Wendy, the Chief Financial Officer. Carla decides to approach a dozen
potential investors to offer shares in her business and she gives them a copy of the latest set of financial statements prepared by Wendy. The
latest financial statement shows strong growth over the past five years and in particular the current year's performance was very good —
resulting in a bonus to the Chief Financial Officer. A number of the senior people in the company were given shares by
Carla (including Wendy) and most of them are also considering selling out as well. There was a recent press report in The Age that suggested
that the coffee used by Carla's Coffee was picked by child labour in Colombia working under terrible conditions. This breaches the rules of the
fair-trade certification and the publicity is causing some of Carla's customers to rethink their relationship with Carla's Coffee.
Either or both of the following sets of questions can be answered after reading the above case.
Required
a. Who are the various parties with an interest in Carla's Coffees? Outline what you think their interests, motivations and concerns
would be.
Carla
Her primary interest has been in the development of the company. It appears now that she wishes to do other things and divest herself of her
shares. It is reasonable to assume that a primary interest for her would be to obtain a good share price.
Customers
Their primary interest would be in the ongoing supply of high quality, fair trade, organic coffee. The main concern to this group would be the
reports from The Age suggesting that some of the assertions about this coffee are not true.
Northpac Banking Corporation
The primary interest of the bank would be to ensure that the capital value of their loan is secure. They would have a concern about such a
major restructuring of the business potentially putting their investment at risk.
Wendy the CFO
Her interest would presumably be on her ongoing employment. One motivation for her would be the bonus she receives based on profitability
targets achieved. Another motivation would be maintenance of the value of the company before selling her shares. A concern would be the
uncertainty surrounding the possible new owners of the business.
Dozen Potential Investors
They would be interested in ensuring the ongoing profitability of the business and the truth in the previously reported financial statements.
Their motivation would be to earn a profit on their possible investment. They would have a number of concerns: (1) the departure of Carla; (2)
accuracy of previously reported financial statements; (3) the ability of the company to maintain recent high growth; (4) the number of senior
people in the company wanting to sell their shares; and (5) recent bad publicity.

b.

Who would demand an audit of Carla's Coffee? Why would they want an audit?

The two main parties who would demand an audit would be: (1) Northpac Bank; and (2) the dozen potential investors.
The dozen potential investors would certainly want an audit. There is an information asymmetry between them and the management of the
company. An audit provides an independent evaluation of the financial statements on behalf of the investors. This would provide them with
assurance as to the reliability of the prior reported financial statements to give them more confidence in investing in the company. Sometimes
under these circumstances the investors would ask for a ‘due diligence’ report which is even more extensive than a normal audit and would
include a review of some of the future projections for the company.
Although the bank has first claim on the assets of the company, they would also be interested in an audit of the company in this changing
environment. The audit would provide reliability on the prior financial statements which include reporting on the company assets over which
the bank has a claim.
Required
a.

Assume you have been appointed as an auditor for Carla's Coffee. On what items in the financial report would you be focusing
your main attention to provide users with an opinion that the financial report represents a ‘true and fair’ view of the economic
performance of Carla's Coffee?
There has obviously been significant growth in the company’s assets. These are important figures because the bank loan has a claim
on these assets and it will be the most ‘tangible’ part of the business purchased by the investors.

b.

The other aspect of the audit should focus on areas of potential earnings manipulation. Strong growth over five years is impressive
but this also creates significant pressure to maintain this growth. Associated with this is the bonus scheme that rewards the CFO
based on financial performance. The auditor should therefore ensure that only appropriate revenue has been recorded in the current
period and also that all expenses have been properly recorded
.
Would you have any particular concerns if it was the ‘dozen potential investors’ who had engaged you to undertake the audit?
Although legal liability is discussed later in the text, being employed by the dozen potential investors does increase the risk for the
auditor. They will be making their investment decision based on the audit. This is fine but the auditor should make it clear what
exactly is provided by an audit so they do not over‐rely on the audited information. The audit does not provide a guarantee on the
future viability of a company but enhances the credibility of information disclosed to increase the reliability for the users of the
financial statements.

c.

What other aspects of the above case would concern you as an auditor and why?
Auditors need to consider business risks to the extent that they will affect the financial statements. In this case there are two major
risks to the company that the auditor should be aware of and give due consideration to in their planning. The first is the potential
departure of the founder of the business. This is a big risk because often for these types of businesses there is significant reliance on
the founder. The other risk is the recent bad publicity. An integral part of the development of the company has been associated with
the provision of ‘high‐quality, fair‐trade, organic coffee’. If there are serious questions raised about any of these assertions it could
have severe negative consequences for the company.

Lecture 2a – FS audit & Professional Ethics & QC (topic 2)
Reasonable assurance (RA)

Limited assurance

Obj: Reduction engagement risk acceptably low to form basis for a
positive form expression conclusion

Obj: Reduction risk lvl acceptable, greater risk than RA form basis
negative form expression conclusion

Eg, audit

Eg, review

Obj (auditor)


Obtain RA fin report as a whole free from MM whether due to fraud/error, auditor expresses opinion on whether FS prepared in all
material respects accordance reporting framework
To report on the fin report & communicate as required Aus Auditing Std (AAS) in accordance with auditor’s findings



Audit process
Benefits & limitations of FR audits
Client
acceptance/continuance

Audit planning & risk
identification

Benefits




Risk assessment &
strategy




Access to capital mkts
o ↑ credibility (↑ access to
funds)
↓ Cost of capital
o ↑ credibility (deemed ↓ risky)
Limit inefficiency & fraud
o Benefits SH (↑ profits)
↑ ctrl & effectiveness of operations
o Fin benefits (↓ costs)

Execution (audit
procedures)

Limitations







Time lapse
o Opinion after event
Sampling
o Inability to test all
Assessment of materiality
o Focus only MM
Specialised areas
o Judgement required
Reporting format limitations
o Std format

Conclusion & reporting

FS assertions
Representation by mgmt., explicit or otherwise embodied in FR used by auditor consider potential misstatements that may occur
2 parts (rep by mgmt. & Used by auditor)
Assertions relate to




COT (sales)
A/c bals (Assets, liabs, equity)
Presentation & disclosure of FS (Current vs Non-current)

